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Photography and the Pueblo Indians of
New Mexico, 1870-1930
Richard H. Frost

P

hotography has influenced the relationship of Pueblo Indians and
Anglos in New Mexico since the nineteenth century. For the most part,
picture-taking in the pueblos has been overshadowed by dominant issues,
such as those involving land title, water rights, education, health, and sovereignty. However, the subject of photographing the Pueblos is inherently
interesting, and reveals a dimension of white-Indian contacts and insights
that is external to and in some respects at variance with the Anglo-Pueblo
relationship on the larger issues. Photography in the pueblos usually did
not involve federal government policy or authority, but it was often a source
of tension between Pueblo and Anglo cultures. The tension surfaced between visitors and Indians without government interference.
Photography has long been integrated into Pueblo ethnology, both scholarly and popular. It has enriched the field in areas that benefit readilyJrom
visual representation, including ceremonies, pottery, traditional dress, and
architecture. But photography as a facet of the long, complex relationship
between whites and the Pueblo Indians since the American conquest of
New Mexico has been neglected. I
The purpose of this article is to present the photographing of Pueblo
Indians-the Native people of nineteen very old communities in New Mexico
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near and west of the Rio Grande, from Taos to Zuni-as a cultural and
ethnohistorical topic in its own right, and to explore some of the friction it
created from the 1880s to 1930. During that time, important changes of attitude and behavior occurred for both the photographers and the photographed,
as the Eastman Kodak Company revolutionized the technology and social
conditions of picture-taking (much as Henry Ford revolutionized the automobile in American culture), and as the responses of Pueblo Indians shifted
from witchcraft apprehension to the defense of community rights and selfrespect. Pueblo opposition to photography dominated the Indians' views, but
Anglos were equally persistent in their determination to take Pueblo pictures.
Photographs contributed directly to the rising national popularity ofthe Pueblos
in the 1910S and 1920S, but taking the pictures was commonly an act of cultural aggression. Photography was thus a feature of the environmental abuse
and victimization of Pueblo communities.
Photography came to New Mexico in the days of the daguerreotype before the Civil War. The new magico-technology caught on slowly, for want
of convenience and customers, and years passed before it presented New
Mexico's photogenic wonders of natural scenery, archaeological ruins, and
Pueblo Indians. The first known photograph of any of the pueblos was taken
at Taos in 1866 or 1867 by Nicholas Brown, a portrait photographer from
Santa Fe. 2 In 1866 Alexander Gardner, a former assistant to the great Civil
War photographer Mathew Brady, traveled through part of the West on behalf of the Kansas Pacific Railroad, and photographed Indians at Zuni
Pueblo. 3 In 1871 OrloffR. Westmann, a photographer from the mining camp
at Elizabethtown, New Mexico, photographed some ceremonial racers at
the San Geronimo Day fiesta in Taos Pueblo, in what appears to be the first
confirmed photographing of any Pueblo Indian ceremony.4 In 1873 Timothy O'Sullivan, like Alexander Gardner, a Civil War photographer who ventured the challenge of the western frontier, photographed Zuni Pueblo while
accompanying the Wheeler Expedition (ill. 1).5
More important and better known is the work of John K. Hillers, the
expert frontier photographer for the James Stevenson expedition of the
Smithsonian Institution to Zuni Pueblo in 1879.6 Hillers's photographs of
Zuni and other pueblos during that pioneer ethnological venture in the
Southwest provided visual records of Pueblo architecture, ceremonies, dress,
and artifacts that are of historical importance (ill. 2). His photographs have
often been used to illustrate nineteenth-century Pueblo culture in scholarly
and popular works.? By 1879 photography in the pueblos was beginning to
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take on proportions of significance, not only for interested Americans, but
for the Pueblos as well.
Pueblo Indian attitudes toward photography appear to have stemmed
initially from ignorance or curiosity. It took a while before the Pueblos found
out what the one-eyed boxes on tripods were for. Had the Indians resisted
picture-taking from the outset, it is unlikely that Gardner, Westmann, or
Hillers would have been able to pose small groups of Zuni or Taos Indians
for their photographs. There was no need for negotiation or deception since
the subjects did not know anything about cameras. During the 1880s they
found out and responded.
The responses were not invariably negative. In 1880 certain Pueblo Indians benefited from seeing photographs of their children. The Indian Service had recruited ten children from Laguna and San Felipe and sent them
to the boarding school at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, where their pictures were
taken and sent back to the Pueblo agent in Santa Fe, Benjamin M. Thomas. s When the governor and other Indians from San Felipe Pueblo came
to Thomas's office inquiring about their sons, he handed them their photograph showing that they were well. 9 At the same time, the pueblo school
teacher at Laguna, Dr. John Menaul, wrote Thomas that the Indians there
were anxious about their Carlisle children, and Thomas promised him their
photographs to give to the parents as soon as he received the pictures back
from Sheldon Jackson, the recruiter for Carlisle. 1O The following year a
Cochiti Indian, Sefarino Quintana, told Agent Thomas that he was very
anxious to have a picture of his son, who was by then also at Carlisle. Thomas wrote to Superintendent Richard H. Pratt at Carlisle to request a picture of the boy, and since he did not know the American name that the
school had assigned the youth, he asked for "pictures of all the Pueblo children last delivered."11
That year some Zuni parents benefited from photographs for a different
reason. Four Zuni boys, one of whom was weak from the effects of smallpox,
had been sent to Carlisle. When Thomas received word that one of the
healthier boys had died, he suspected that the school had mixed their names
up, and wrote to Pratt with pictures of the Zuni group "so that the boy who
died may be indicated unmistakably." The photographs verified that the identifications were correct. Thomas then wrote to the parents of the deceased
boy, and sent his condolences with the information that the child had died of
tuberculosis, "peacefully and apparently without pain." The letter could not
have provided much consolation, but Thomas had avoided writing in errorY
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Correspondence about photographs of Pueblo students continued
through 1882. When Pratt sent Thomas photographs of Isleta children at
Carlisle, he forwarded the pictures to their parents. Since Pueblo parents
went for months without information about their children at Carlisle, the
photographs were evidently appreciated. "The poor old mothers will never
tire of looking at them," the agent reported to Pratt, and perhaps he was
rightY Although Pueblo youths continued to attend boarding school at
Carlisle for many years, the beneficial distribution of their photographs to
their families at home disappeared from view in Pueblo Agency correspondence, and may have ceased as a policy. The agents had more pressing
matters, and the Pueblos by then may have taken offense at the photographing of their children. They had reasons for suspicion.
Photography was analogous to painting and sketching. These were activities of white people who made images. If an image involved portraiture
of any kind that captured the likeness of a Pueblo Indian, Pueblos believed
it rendered that person vulnerable. It weakened his or her protection from
harm. The action invaded the subject's privacy, health, and fortune. Photography was thus perceived as a form of witchcraft.
Belief in witchcraft was ubiquitous among the Pueblos, as it was among
other Indian tribes and New Mexico Hispanics in the nineteenth century.14
Adolph F. Bandelier, the father of southwestern anthropology, noted the
prevailing belief in the practice of witchcraft during his studies of Keresanlanguage culture at Cochiti in the early 1880s. He made witchcraft the theme
of suspense and destiny for the "ancient ones" - the ancestors of the Keresan
and Tewa Pueblo Indians-at Tyuonyi (Bandelier National Monument) in
his novel, The Delight Makers (1890).15 Nearly a century later the New Mexico
historian Marc Simmons, reviewing the character of Pueblo witchcraft and
its effects, remarked that there was "an elaborate pattern of beliefs associated with witches' deeds" throughout Pueblo Indian communities. 16 These
beliefs encompassed the making of human images by white people. Once
the Indians grasped the purpose of photography, they responded in accordance with their own reasoning.
Frank Hamilton Cushing, a leading ethnologist among the Pueblos in the
late nineteenth century, was uniquely informed about culture and witchcraft
at Zuni. He adopted Zuni living and was taken by Zunis into one of their
priestly societies. 17 Cushing was undoubtedly the source of commentary on
Zuni views of image-making that journalist Sylvester Baxter acquired on a
visit to Zuni Pueblo and published in 1882 in Harper's Magazine: the Zunis,
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Baxter wrote, were "extremely superstitious about portraits, and nothing
would induce any of them to allow their pictures to be made. They believed
that something of their actual personality went with their likeness, and that
whoever possessed it would also possess a certain control over themselvesa control which might bring evil upon them."18
Similarly, David Starr Jordan, President of Stanford University, remarked
after visiting Acoma Pueblo in 1898 with journalist Charles F. Lummis of
Southwest fame: "The Acomas like other Indians I have met, object to being photographed, their idea being that the picture magically steals away an
outer skin of whatever it represents."19 Lummis, an avid photographer beyond peer, recalled in the 1920S that "in the old days [the Pueblos] believed
that the photograph was taken not only of them, but from them; and that
with enough prints, they would waste away to nothingness" (ill. 3).20
The Pueblos rarely talked about witchcraft or its relation to photography. It took observers like Cushing and Lummis, who had long, intimate
acquaintance with the Pueblos, to see the connection. Lummis knew that
suspicious Indians viewed him as an hechicero, a witch, because of his photography.2! Few other writers commented on the ties of Pueblo photography
to witchcraft. For most Americans, the Indians were against picture-taking
on grounds of superstition, and inquiry stopped there.
Superstitions have a way of requiring anecdotal confirmation. Without
supporting evidence they would die. Indians knew of incidents that proved
the soundness of their belief in photographic witChcraft. Few episodes are
recorded, but the temperament did not require innumerable evidences.
Bandelier recorded in his journal in March 1883 that when a musician in the
Fort Wingate regimental band came to Zuni and took pictures of the Mountain Sheep ceremony, "the dance was suddenly interrupted by one of the
men falling dead." Bandelier attributed the death to heart disease and overexertion, but noted that some Zunis blamed the photographing. He also mentioned that "the majority looked at it in a natural way," which may have been
their reticence to disclose their real thoughts. 22 About forty years later the ethnologist Elsie Clews Parsons noted "a tradition at Isleta against having your
picture taken, because several years ago a woman on seeing the photograph
of her deceased daughter in the house of a white woman exclaimed, 'There
she is, but she was gone long ago!' and dropped dead."23 Perhaps the woman
died of fright, but one might say that she died of the photograph. 24
Death was not, of course, the only form of harm that a photographerwitch might commit. In principle any misfortune, including illness, accidents,
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epidemic diseases, grasshopper plagues, and other forms of community affliction, might be attributed to witchcraft. z5 The governor of Zuni in 1921
told Ina Sizer Cassidy, a prominent Santa Fean, not to take any photographs
of the Shalako ceremony, because, he said "confidently['] ... if I did, he
was afraid the enemy would see them, and then the rain would not come."Z6
Photography was a slow, cumbersome, and expensive form of imagemaking in the 1870S and 188os. Although far advanced over the pre-Civil
War daguerreotype, photographing the American West was sufficiently
difficult to discourage all but commercial or professional photographers and
a few amateurs of notable physical endurance. Picture-taking was primarilya wet-plate or colloidal process that involved a large wooden-box camera on a sturdy tripod and innumerable accessories, including a light-proof
tent for developing the glass plates while they were still wet. The equipment
necessitated a horse and wagon or a pack horse because the photographer
could not carry everything himself-chemicals, developing pans, heavy glass
plates, and other gear weighing eighty or a hundred pounds. Z7
Dry-film photography was available by the late 1870S. The great advantage was that the images were developed later in a darkroom, making all the
extra equipment for developing film in the field unnecessary. However, the
process was not initially dependable, and had the disadvantage that the photographer did not know which pictures would develop properly until it was
too late to redo the failures. William Henry Jackson, one of the most famous photographers of the Rocky Mountain West, used a new dry-film process for his expedition to Laguna, Acoma, and Zuni in 1877. It proved a
disaster because none of his photographs produced an image. z8
Under the circumstances it is not surprising that some of the first generation of anthropologists who studied the Pueblos were reluctant to use a
camera as an investigative and analytical tool. Cushing and Bandelier both
preferred sketching to photography. The sketch pad was lighter, cheaper,
and more reliable than the camera. Bandelier did take pictures in addition
to sketching, but he was no photographer. He lacked technical command
of his camera and the mixture of self-assertion and patience necessary to
photograph the Indians. He was better at photographing architecture and
pueblo ruins, for which long exposures of ten or fifteen seconds posed no
problem; his efforts to photograph a Koshare performance in 1882 during
his residence at Cochiti resulted in one "very poor photograph," since the
sacred clowns would not stop for a picture, and he sensed that their leaders
were anxious to keep him from getting any. His exposures and focusing
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were insecure, and at one point, when his camera malfunctioned, Bandelier
"kicked over the instrument, split the wood, cursed amazingly," and noted
that he was "afraid my camera is spoilt."29 He later destroyed many of his
photographic plates. Others among them have never come to light. 30
In contrast to Bandelier and Cushing, Matilda Coxe Stevenson, the third
major Pueblo ethnologist in the 1880s, was an enthusiastic photographer
for her whole career (ills. 5 and 6). No doubt her interest began when she
joined the Bureau of American Ethnology's expedition to Zuni in 1879, led
by her husband, James Stevenson. On that trip the expedition's photographer, Hillers, took the pictures that established him as the father of Pueblo
Indian photography. In 1890 Matilda Coxe Stevenson took her own photographer, Ms. M. S. Clark, to Zia Pueblo, where they attended ceremonials
and took flash photographs of two Zia altars and medicine men during a
four-night curing ceremony.3! The visitors' brazenness came at a price. According to the anthropologist E. Adamson Hoebel, "Stevenson's invasion of
secret rituals caused her ultimately to be driven from the Pueblo, and her
field studies were never completed."32 Years after her death, Zia oral history
contended that "she laid claim to supernatural power, which she demonstrated with her photographic flashlight powder; that she claimed to be a
daughter of the supernatural Bocaiyanyi, and that she claimed ... a right to
attend sacred ceremonies because she was something of a tcaiyanyi
(medicinewoman) herself.""
At the same time that Stevenson, Cushing, and Bandelier were·discovering the Pueblo Indians, construction crews for the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad (AT&SF) were discovering New Mexico. From 1879 to
1880 they built the line from Raton Pass through Las Vegas and Glorieta
Pass, down the Galisteo Valley, and along the Rio Grande to Albuquerque
and Isleta Pueblo, which was the turning point for later construction through
Laguna Pueblo to southern California. The effects of a railroad linking central New Mexico with the rest of the United States were as portentous for
the Pueblos as for Hispanic and Anglo populations along the way. Nothing
was more consequential for New Mexico's village Indians, from the arrival
of the U.S. Army under Stephen Watts Kearney in 1846 to the introduction
in Congress of the Bursum Bill in 1921.
The effect of the railroad on the Pueblos was less dramatic than the
American conquest of New Mexico or the plan in the U.S. Senate to strip
the Pueblo Indians of their most valuable land. Like any other revolution in
culture, the railroad was neither entirely beneficial nor wholly evil. The
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people of Santo Domingo, San Felipe, Santa Ana, Sandia, Isleta, Laguna,
and Acoma pueblos found some of their land confiscated for Anglo transportation. The Indians received no comparable benefit, but the railroad did
bring them cheaper goods and better access to Indian boarding schools,
agencies, local markets for pottery, and distant markets for Zuni wool.
The railroads also brought tourists to the Southwest. The tourism was
slow to develop: travelers to California were disinclined for years to explore
the charms of New Mexico. Pueblo country tourism emerged with favorable publicity that the Grand Canyon, Mesa Verde, and other attractions
received in the 1890S and from railroad promotion of Southwestern
sightseeing. With the tourists came their newfangled cameras.
In 1889 the kodak camera with its celluloid-based roll film was introduced in the United States. It quickly caught on as an American hobby.
The kodak was inexpensive,small, and easy to use. The Eastman Kodak
Company offered "vest pocket" cameras with a convenient "cartridge system" for loading outside the darkroom. Camera prices in a national kodak
advertisement in 1896 ranged from five to fifteen dollars. And prices came
down for cheaper models: the Fischer Drug Company of Santa Fe in 1905
offered "a full line" of kodaks beginning at one dollar. 34
Photographers had unlimited, romantic possibilities for their subject
matter. For instance the Kodak Company featured a picture of Plains Indians posing in costume to show what could be done with the "Bulls-Eye"
camera in an Outlook advertisement in 1896.35 However, kodaks suffered a
technical handicap: the film was grainy. Pictures of Indians taken at a distance did not fare well upon enlargement and cropping, as the Bureau of
American Ethnology (BAE) found from negatives of a Santa Clara ceremony
that Stevenson submitted for publication. She tried to solve the problem by
asking permission to hire a professional photographer, but Frederick W.
Hodge, the ethnologist in charge of the BAE, responded that the bureau
had no funds for it. 36 The only other solution was to get her camera closer to
her subject. For publication purposes the kodak called for tactics of "in your
face" photography. Most amateurs were not concerned with publication,
but close-ups meant better pictures of Indians.
Kodak photography came to New Mexico promptly because of its rapidly expanding economy, population, and tourism. The land was exotic.
"More than ever before," wrote one resident, "people are here from all over
the United States, and about three-fourths of those who come bring kodaks.
They no sooner strike the country than they begin to take pictures [of] old
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ruins, burros, Indians, roping contests, miners, cowboys, Mexican carts, etc."
The writer Rev. A. P. Morrison thought the visitors should be photographing
New Mexico's modern towns instead, but tourists were drawn to more exotic
choices, which they pursued avidly. They were "kodak fiends" (ills. 8_12).37
Pueblo Indians, however, drew little of the popular romance and adulation in the 1890S that they acquired a decade or so later. Visitors around the
turn of the century perceived the pueblo villages as a curious, unsanitary
residue of prehistoric times, comparable to villages in ancient Egypt or contemporary Morocco. 38 For many tourists the Indians were colorful enough
in Santa Fe, but riot sufficiently appealing for a detour to their communities. Even residents of Santa Fe thought so. In one six-month period the
press reported epidemics of various diseases at the pueblos - malaria at
Tesuque, diphtheria at Taos and San Juan, and an unidentified disease that
took thirteen lives at Cochiti. 39 The pueblos were not always safe to visit.
Pueblo ceremonies were interesting, but Santa Feans thought of them as
an attraction for tourists rather than for themselves. Since the animal dances
occurred in winter and the corn dances of summer tended to look alike,
Anglo residents at the turn of the century did not go out of their way for the
annual Pueblo ceremonies. The Santa Fe New Mexican called them "commonplace."4o The San Geronimo Day fiesta at Taos was thought to be the
most interesting ceremony, but Taos was more difficult to reach than the
Tewa and Keresan villages closer to Santa Fe because the railroad did not go
to Taos and the road there was wretched. 4!
On top of everything else, some tourists were simply scared of Indians.
The times were too close to the days of Geronimo and Sitting Bull. Easterners were still writing to Santa Fe to find out whether the Indians there were
dangerousY Travelers through New Mexico were sometimes afraid to venture from their train stations late in the day for fear of IndiansY One day in
August 1901, three ladies who had stepped off the train at Laguna to "drive
bargains with the Indians" were frightened to discover, as they ran for the
cars, that the Laguna Indians were running after them. (The conductor
stopped the train.)44 Other tourists were startled by the weird, unearthly
appearance of the Pueblo sacred clowns, the Koshare (ill. 24).45
The leading tourist attraction of those days was southwestern archaeology. Pot-hunting attracted summer visitors who were fascinated with antiquities, sunny treasure-hunting, and the collection of souvenirs. One could
take home relics of ancient America and show them to admiring friends.
If a tourist was unlucky in the search, the visitor could buy antiquities
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inexpensively from stores, such as Gold's Curio Shop in Santa Fe, which
advertised "Pottery, etc., from the Cliff Dwellings."46 At the turn of the century pot-hunting was not yet illegal. Residents and archaeologists who deplored the stripping of archaeological ruins of their relics supported the
preservationist efforts of Congressman John F. Lacey, beginning in 1900, and
for years advocated creation of a "Cliff Dwellers' National Park" in the Pajarito
Plateau to preserve the relics and ruins there for future generations. 47 Meanwhile, amateur collectors and museums had a heyday, and the Santa Fe New
Mexican waxed indignant over plausible fakes manufactured in New Jersey.48
The improvement of attitudes toward the Pueblos, their rise in popularity, and, indeed, their center-stage position in Native American affairs by
the mid-1920S, occurred over a period of two decades. There does not appear to be any pivotal event that initiated the change. Some of the circumstances were political, including the determination of Congress in 1905 that
Pueblo lands and livestock were not taxable: the statute rescued Pueblo
communities from certain oblivion. 49 Other circumstances were jurisprudential, most notably the momentous decision of the U.S. Supreme Court
in 1913, U.S. v. Sandoval, that the Pueblos were legally Indians, entitled to
the "fostering care and protection" of the federal government as fully as
reservation Indians. The decision voided the efforts of New Mexico courts
to overthrow that protection. 50 Public health measures also contributed to
the change. Although New Mexico was slow to adopt them, these measures
helped to reduce the exposure of the Pueblos to epidemic diseases (excepting tuberculosis, which white people spread when they came to the Land of
Sunshine for cures), and hence reduced visitors' apprehension regarding
Indian contagion.
More obvious were the cultural changes in American attitudes toward
the Pueblos, which were fostered after the creation of the School of American Archaeology (later renamed the School ofAmerican Research) in 1907,
the founding of the Museum of New Mexico, the creation of the annual
Santa Fe Fiesta in 1919, and the rise of a small, dedicated group of Pueblo
aficionados. These devotees of Pueblo culture included organizers and publicists-Edgar L. Hewett, John Collier, and Charles F. Lummis among
them - who prized the Indians for their unique and ancient traditions, their
resistance to American pressures on every front, their artistic genius, and
their exceptional community values. 5!
Visual effects were crucial to promoting change. Tourists at the ceremonies were eyewitnesses to the pageantry of Pueblo ceremonies. American
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artists of exceptional ability gravitated to Taos and Santa Fe, where they painted
the vivid colors and serene countenances of Pueblo life. Photography played
an important part: pichues brought images of Pueblo arts, crafts, and dances
into American homes, schools, and motion-picture theaters across the country. The studio-quality sepia portfolios ofEdward S. Curtis, while less inspired
by eastern Pueblos than the Hopis, contributed to the new esthetics for perceiving Native Americans (ill. 7)' Perhaps the most dramatic photo evidence
of the new Pueblo sensibility appeared in the National Geographic Magazine: among the first color photographs it ever published were several artistic
poses of traditionally dressed Pueblo Indians. 52
The achievement came at a price. Pueblos took offense at the cameras.
The kodak in a pueblo was "one of those devil-boxes ... [,J a thing as full of
mischief as an ancient arquebus," wrote Pueblo agent Leo Crane, reflecting
on Santo DomingoY
Santo Domingo proved to be the most popular of the pueblos as the interest grew in Pueblo ceremonies. Initially, larger crowds of sightseers gathered
at San Juan and Santa Clara because the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
ran special excursion trains to these pueblos on their annual feast days, which
occurred in June and August. Eventually, the AT&SF also ran excursion
trains from Lamy or Albuquerque to the Wallace station near Santo Domingo
Pueblo or to Santo Domingo itself, with connections from Santa Fe. 54
The Santo Domingo corn dance became the most popular of ceremonies in the Rio Grande valley. The traditional date, 4 August, came at the
height of the summer tourist season, but more significantly, the Santa Fe
tastemakers of Pueblo sensibility-the artists, publicists, ethnologists, and
museum staff-held Santo Domingo's to be the best of the corn dances.
The pueblo was so conservative, so wary of outsiders that visitors felt a
special satisfaction in being accepted at close quarters on this occasion.
The number of ceremonialists and singers was larger than at Cochiti or
the Tewa pueblos, and the intensity of Santo Domingo dedication to the
ceremony was evident to everyone. Visitors made a social occasion of the
Santo Domingo corn dance: people went because it was the thing to do.
Prominent artists were there along \Yith eastern visitors and local neighbors. The primary attraction, however, was the dance itself, "the most perfect of them all, ... surrounded by lines of visitors of all nationalities
seated on the housetops, and many of them arrayed in gorgeous blankets."55 Among multitudinous descriptions, one visitor wrote:
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All afternoon they dance in the broiling sun till the perspiration pours
down their backs, washing off the clay daubed thereon. The eyes
become dull and bloodshot from the glimmer of colors and the glare
of the sun, the ears become deadened to sound after long hours of
noise and jangle, drumming, shouting, singing, praying. It is a relief to
find the sun near the horizon and to see the last of the dancers enter
their council chamber. Actors as well as spectators are fatigued beyond
words, and all are glad to find a cool place.... Certainly these Indians
are whole-souled in their devotion. 56
Ultimately, the whole-souled devotion and the "mystery and weirdness" of
the corn dance brought back visitors again and again.
The numbers grew steadily. According to the Santa Fe New Mexican,
two score visitors from Santa Fe and Albuquerque attended the Santo
Domingo corn dance in 1906. One hundred and thirty-one tourists went on
an excursion train in 1911; others went by automobile. Seventy-eight went
from Santa Fe by train in 1913, with others boarding at the Lamy and Cerrillos
stations; others went by auto, presumably a greater number than previously.
In 1920 two hundred or more autos were seen at the ceremony, suggesting
an attendance of four hundred visitors or more. In 1925 more than a thousand cars were there, in addition to which the railroad ran an excursion
train to Santo Domingo. 57
Attendance was heavy at other pueblo fiestas that were easily reached in
the summertime. Nearly five hundred sightseers went by train to the annual
ceremony at San Juan in 1900, and fully three hundred in 1902. About four
hundred Santa Feans attended the annual fiesta at Santa Clara in 1906,
especially to see the Eagle dance. At Taos, which was not readily accessible
by train, Anglo attendance increased as the road from Santa Fe improved.
The last major hurdle was an unimproved stretch through Embudo Canyon, but many self-confident drivers managed it. In September 1915 at least
a thousand tourists were atthe San Geronimo festival (ill. 9).58 The ranks of
spectators at every festival swelled also with visiting Indians and local Hispanics, but the Anglos brought the cameras.
Many Anglo spectators were extremely boorish. For them Indians were
objects of diversion, not subjects for respect. Indian ceremonies to them
were sideshows without a circus tent. At Santo Domingo in 1917, the majority of tourists were either "afraid of the Indians, or else considered them
inferior and repulsive," according to Chalmers Lowell Pancoast, a visiting
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writer for the Chicago Tribune. He also described a scene: "Early in the
morning the church was surrounded by six and four cylinder snorters and
honkers, loaded with invaders who were intent on seeing all there was to
see. During the marriage ceremonies and mass held in the church, bold
tourists flocked into the church and stood gazing at the religious ceremonies while the devout Indians and Mexicans knelt with uncovered heads."59
Visitors parked their cars all over the Santo Domingo plaza; it "looked and
smelled like a garage." The advantage in parking where the ceremonies
took place was that one's automobile served as a front-row seat with shade, if
the car had a top. The location also favored picture-taking: "when the
Koshares began prancing through the net work of automobiles, cameras
flew into the air like rifles from the trenches."60 According to archaeologist
Hewett, who pleaded beforehand with visitors to treat the Santo Domingos
with "at least the rudiments of good manners," people laughed and shouted,
poked fun at the Pueblo priests, and even drove their cars between the rows

of dancers. 6!
American crowds at the Pueblo ceremonies were so large and unruly
that in 1923 Ralph E. Twitchell, a distinguished Santa Fe attorney and
New Mexico historian, .proposed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
that white attendance be limited to scientists and scholars. ComI. Ind.
Affs. Charles H. Burke, who otherwise intervened actively in Pueblo religious ceremonies, demurred on the grounds that drawing a line between
those who could and could not be permitted to attend would be an administrative headache. 62
An unusual, convoluted problem regarding photography arose at Zuni in
1923 (ill. 4)' The Zunis by that time were riven with factionalism that had
arisen in part from years of effort of the Catholic Church and the Zuni superintendent to reestablish the Zuni Catholic mission, which the Franciscans
had abandoned in 1821. 63 Many Zunis opposed the restoration, particularly
because the BIA bypassed Indian consent in handing over Zuni land for the
mission. 64 Other Zunis endorsed the project. The BIA in 1922 granted the
request, which intensified the factionalism. White people carelessly dubbed
the factions "Catholic" and "Protestant." Ruth L. Bunzel, one of Zuni's resident anthropologists, labeled them "conservative" and "progressive," a prefer-

able designation because the Zunis scarcely grasped denominational
differences; hardly any of the "Protestants" were Protestant, and the factions divided on other issues as well. 65 The progressive faction supported the
archaeological excavations of Frederick W. Hodge in the ruins and gravesites
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of nearby Hawikuh, where he began work in 1917 and continued for six
years. The matter was sensitive; conservatives opposed the undertaking. 66
The friction came to a head over Hodge's promotion of motion-picture
photography at Zuni. Hodge obtained permission from the progressive faction to film the sacred Shalako ceremony in 1923. The conservatives had
evidently not opposed most picture-taking, but after a movie-camera crew
under Owen Cattell, representing the Museum of the American Indian
Heye Foundation of New York, arrived and exposed about ten thousand feet
of film to record Zuni life, culminating in the Shalako ceremony, Zuni
resistance broke OUt. 67 According to the prominent Pueblo advocate Collier,
"There was a mild sort of riot." Cattell's camera was blocked, and the filming ceased. Cattell left the next day.68 With Superintendent Robert J.
Bauman's active intervention, the conservatives took control of the Zuni
council of high priests and shut down the channels of Zuni support for
anthropology. For several years thereafter Zuni government was in turmoil. 69
Pueblo resistance to photography had never ceased. Santo Domingo in
1891 had prohibited Lummis from taking pictures. 7o About the same time an
American was driven away from Acoma for trying to take pictures. 71 Another
visitor, Grant Lafarge, was later run out of San Felipe Pueblo for photographing its mission church. 72 Author E. Alexander Powell took a snapshot
of an Acoma Indian on a donkey from behind a rock, whereupon the Indian
dismounted and approached him with a club. Powell had an automatic
pistol bulging in his pocket, which he believed saved him from a beating,
although it is more likely that the Acoma man only intended to frighten
him?3 At San Ildefonso, Stevenson found that the Indians were "extremely
averse to having their ceremonials photographed"; one of the priests tried to
stop her from taking pictures of their ceremony.74 When she photographed
the Eagle and Buffalo dances there in 1912, she found that the opposition
came less from the older men than from "the English speaking 'educated'
Indians" -the returned students: "I had earth thrown at me with orders not
to make pictures, and when the orders were not obeyed many threats were
made, one fellow taking position beside me, with a club threatening to strike,
but intelligence dominated brute force, and then the man threatened to
break my camera[.] I extended it toward him but again the intelligent force
dominated."75
The Santo Domingo pueblo government made the prohibition of photography formal policy in 1908. The circumstances of the decision were
unusual. On behalfofTwitchell in Santa Fe, the Pueblo agent, C. J. Crandall,
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wrote the governor of Santo Domingo, asking that Twitchell be allowed to
take pictures of the pueblo's corn dance for the Santa Fe Railway. He said
that Twitchell was willing to pay generously - twenty-five dollars (about seven
hundred fifty dollars now) -and that he, Crandall, would see that Twitchell
paid the governor in advance. Crandall pointed out that twenty-five dollars was a lot of money, that people had been photographing the Santo
Domingo corn dance for years, and that "if the Indians refuse to grant
permission the chances are that they [Twitchell's crew] will take pictures
anyway." Crandall requested that the pictures include some of the Indians' homes, and that the governor "detail an officer" to protect Twitchell.
These details were inauspicious, but Crandall was one of the most imposing agents (in both senses of the word) that the Pueblos had ever had. He
thought the prospects were good. He did not mention that Twitchell planned
to take motion-pictures.?6
/
The governor and council of Santo Domingo turned Crandall down.
Crandall reflected to Twitchell that Santo Domingo usually refused picture-taking requests and then afterward allowed pictures, but that setting up
movie equipment might be difficult.?? A kodak might be concealed, but
there was no way to hide a movie camera.
Twitchell evidently took "no" for an answer. Judging the number of other
photographers who did likewise is difficult. Most incidents of cooperation
went unrecorded. However, one Santa Fean, Ina Sizer Cassidy, wrote of
putting away her camera at the Zuni governor's request: "As the entire rite
was for the purpose of bringing rain to insure their crops next year, of course
I would not dream of endangering the success by taking a picture, so I reluctantly folded my camera and put it back in the case."?8 That passage is
exceptional in Pueblo history sources. The prevailing attitude had long since
been stated by the Southwest's prime pioneer photographer, Lummis:
We have been very ill-mannered many times, I fear, and pictured
many people against their will-sometimes by the mild persuasion ...
[of a cocked six-shooter on top of his box camera], and sometimes
merely by winging them with the instantaneous shutter as they ran
away. Enthusiasts are always liable to sin a little in this fashion, and to
place their own zeal ahead of the rights of others. I cannot fully
apologize for these things; but, though the collector's mania was
probably the strongest motive, it was then and is now a little comfort to
know that the results were of value to science and to history. When it
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comes to extraordinary rites which never were pictured before ...
perhaps the student may be pardoned for photographing people who
have very serious objections to being photographed.79
Lummis's self-awareness set him apart from most of the photographers who
followed him.
Pueblo hostility to cameras made photography exciting. Photographers
boasted afterward of their success under risky conditions. Earle R. Forrest,
author of Missions and Pueblos of the Old Southwest (1929), bragged of it.
He had asked the governor of Cochiti for permission to photograph one of
their dances, and after the Cochiti council turned him down, he took surreptitious pictures anyway, "with excellent results," and published one of
them in his book. He also published a forbidden photograph ofa Zuni masked
dance with the remark that it was "taken at great personal risk."80
Few photographers persisted in confrontation with hostile Indians. Hollywood actor Douglass Fairbanks did at the Zuni Shalako ceremony in 1921.
He was angry, but he had not sought prior permission to take movies. 81 Usually, the photographers wanted to avoid violence, and somehow understood
that Indians had a right to try to control picture-taking in their own communities. Rather than confronting or intimidating their subjects, most photographers relied on cunning, subterfuge, or bribery. They did not always
succeed. For example, giving Pueblo children candy was a simple way to try
to photograph them. Yet Lummis found this approach rarely worked at
Acoma, even after extended acquaintance with them. 81
The tricks and dodges Americans used for taking pictures at Pueblo ceremonies were as varied and gleeful as those of schoolchildren in an unruly
classroom. Photographers hid cameras in their clothing, their lunch boxes,
or cut-out paper bags; they held cameras in their automobile as a blind;
they snapped pictures when dancers faced the other way (ill. 17). Wesley
Bradfield, curator of the Museum of New Mexico, surreptitiously photographed the Santo Domingo corn dance from a pueblo rooftop. Nathan
Kendall, another visitor at the Santo Domingo corn dance in 1918, took a
photograph from a comparable vantage point, presumably taken in secret,
which later appeared in the Handbook of North American Indians (1979).
Jesse Nusbaum, an accomplished local photographer, succeeded at Santo
Domingo with a different stratagem: an accomplice held an umbrella over
them both (visitors at Pueblo ceremonies commonly used large black umbrellas for protection against the sun), and each time Nusbaum was ready
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to aim and shoot, his friend lowered the umbrella, thwarting Indian surveillance from the rooftops above. 8l
Clandestine photography was nevertheless clumsy. A vest-pocket camera had to be opened, set for shutter speed, cocked, and focused. It was
hardly an ideal device for spy pictures. Stevenson found that her camera,
supplied by the BAE, was "too large for me to slip up my sleeve until the all
important moment. The greatest tact, and quickest manipulation of the
camera is necessary in securing ceremonials and other animate pictures."84
Visitors who drove their cars into the Santo Domingo plaza had a solution.
By leaving the ceremony before it was over, they could take pictures from
their vehicles as they drove off. The Indians could see what they were doing, but could not stop it. This maneuver was reported precisely in the Santa
Fe New Mexican: "[O]n driving away from the scene, Mr. Dawson ... of the
Capital City took several snapshots, much to the discomfort of the dancers
who were watching him."85 Another Santa Fean that day described the corn
dance as "a howling success," and said that "the kodak fiend had little trouble
in making good."86
The Indians had as many combat tactics as the whites. Some maneuvers were verbal. Governors refused requests. Officers stationed "Indian
policemen" -presumably assistant war captains-at every vantage point
to give warnings. Some of the Pueblos threatened to smash cameras. At
Taos Pueblo, two Indians called for revolvers when they saw Stevenson
taking pictures in 1906.87
In every pueblo, the warnings and threats were not enough, and the Indians turned to direct action. Tribal authorities escorted photographers and
sketchers out of the pueblos. Indian police at Santo Domingo carried long
poles, which they flicked at people whom they spotted taking pictures. Other
Indians showered photographers with pebbles. Taos men at the San
Geronimo Day fiesta in 1916 threw sand at motion-picture cameramen and
their equipment. At the same ceremony a sacred clown rushed a tourist,
crowded her so that she nearly fell off her seat, and beat tin pans and threw
dirt at her when she tried to take a picture. At Santo Domingo, men and
boys tore sketchbooks out of the hands of visiting artists and tried to drag
visitors out of their cars. At the Santo Domingo corn dance in 1910, a Koshare
tried to seize the camera of a photographer for the Santa Fe New Mexican,
but Pueblo agent Crandall, who was in the same car, grabbed the sacred
clown and hauled him into the machine with such force that "the devil lost
some of his trappings." He was given a cigarette and allowed to wend his
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way.88 Pueblo agent Leo Crane encountered such friction at Santo Domingo
that he was tempted to crown the sacristan, a mission-church Indian officer
with minor duties, with his camera. 89 These incidents were as close to physical blows as Pueblo photography got.
Cameras occasionally were damaged. Warnings of smashed cameras
implied greater violence than characterized Pueblo behavior. More likely
the cameras were knocked to the ground. These incidents do not seem to
have happened often, but they bred reports and rumors that spread widely.
Harper's Magazine reported in 1922 that no one took a camera to the Santo
Domingo corn dance, lest it be "snatched from his hand and broken to
bits."90 These reports may have discouraged some tourists and egged on others; the cameras never disappeared. 9!
That fisticuffs never broke out over picture-taking was not the achievement of photographers. Custom prohibited such behavior on the part of the
Pueblos: civil violence was a communal offense. Moreover, fighting with
photographers was dangerous since the Anglos had the upper hand in all
things relating to civil order, and prudence was necessary in all matters that
possibly involved witches.
By the early twentieth century, Pueblos faced problems about their understanding of photographers as witches. There were so many photographers and photographs of the Pueblos that the Indians must have had
difficulty drawing a clear connection between photographers and evil consequences. In general the hardships that Americans wrought upon the Pueblo
Indians were vast-far greater than almost any American understood. Land
preemption, water preemption, communicable diseases, taxation, the violation ofshrines and other sacred places or objects, the depletion of game, the
demands for children to attend boarding school, pressures to assimilate,
snooping ethnologists, and endless bad manners-all were disruptive. More
than enough trouble existed to make nearly every white person a witch, but
where did that leave photographers? How did they really differ from the
others? To complicate matters, all the Anglos gave evidence, consciously or
unconsciously, that they did not believe in witchcraft. Witches, of course,
hid their behavior, but the traditional signs did not connect with Anglos.
How could a community suffer from witches who did not believe in themselves as witches?92
Circumstances suggest that over time the Pueblos secularized their perception of the offensiveness of photography. The resentment was as strong
as ever, but the character of the offense changed. The issue became one of
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community self-respect,of personal dignity, privacy, religious propriety, and
decent manners. By secularizing at least to some extent their understanding, the Indians were able to enlist new strategies for dealing with photography. They felt more free than they had to confront picture-taking openly
with behaviar that was rash if dealing with witches. The Pueblos were able
to treat photography as a civil offense. They could punish the photographer.
They could ostracize, torment, or banish the offender. Better yet they could
fine the visitor for taking pictures. Anglos understood that kind of punishment and submitted to it more easily than to any other. They paid money
when they took their pictures. For them it was not punishment but common, everyday business when the Indians charged them to take photographs.
However much the Pueblos may have disapproved of cash as a human
nexus, they were familiar with money and knew that it provided them with
means far which, by the late nineteenth century, many of them were desperate. When crops failed because whites had settled in places like the upper
Tesuque Valley and preempted the water, Indians survived ifthey had money.
Some of them took jobs working for the railroads ar harvesting crops in the
Colorado beet fields; some brought loads of wood to market; some sold pottery; and any of them might, on occasion, charge to have their pictures taken.
The pueblos that were particularly susceptible to photography-for-pay
were those that were severely impoverished-primarily the Tewa pueblos,
particularly San Ildefonso. In a close study of the pueblos that banned photography after 1890, ethnologist Luke Lyon found all the Keresan pueblos
except Laguna - that is, Santo Domingo, Cochiti, San Felipe, Santa Ana,
Zia, and Acoma -as well as Jemez, Taos, and Isleta prohibited photography by 1920 or 1925. All the Tewa pueblos except Tesuque permitted it. 93
Tewa crop losses from non-Indian water preemption in the entire Espanola
Valley-the "Tewa world" -probably bore directly on this difference. Although Zia was as destitute in the early twentieth century as San Ildefonso,
Zia's prohibition of photography probably derived from its resentment of
Stevenson's abusive picture-taking. That resentment extended to tourists in
the late 1920S and caused the popular Indian Detours of the Fred Harvey
Company to skip Zia in its scheduled Harveycar and motorbus itineraries. 94
On the other hand, Picuris, a Tiwa-speaking pueblo, allowed photography;
Picuris was more impoverished than most other pueblos. These observations are not meant to demonstrate that economics determined Pueblo photography-far-pay, but rather to support the idea that Pueblo attitudes changed
and that witchcraft faded as a dominant consideration.
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The practice of charging photographers began quite early. At Nambe
in 1902, a sacred clown offered a photographer the possibility of taking
pictures for a fee of five dollars. The circumstances were dramatic. Charles
F. Saunders and his wife Sylvia, enthusiastic devotees of Pueblo culture,
visited Pueblo communities frequently and took many pictures. On their
first visit to Nambe, the click of Sylvia's concealed camera during the
corn dance disrupted the ceremony and brought upon her the wrath of
two Koshares. Trembling for her life, she thrust the offending camera into
the hands of "the more ferocious one," who then spoke to her in perfect
English: "We do not like pictures taken here, and you will please not do it
again; but if you want them badly, please see the Governor. Perhaps, for
five dollars, he will let you photograph."95 It turned out that the Koshare
was a Carlisle graduate. Having established that Sylvia Saunders was no
threat to Nambe, he had suggested a protocol by which both she and the
village might benefit.
The amounts that Pueblos charged for photography were fairly consistent, considering that there were no formalized rates and that the whole
process contradicted underlying Pueblo beliefs. The governor of Tesuque
declared in 1909 that snapshots of men and women would cost twenty-five
cents to a dollar, depending on their importance, and that photographing
children would cost ten cents. 96 At Taos in the winter of 1914-1915 taking
pictures of children "usually cost nothing," although they were happy to
receive a nickel; adults charged ten cents to a dollar (ill. 8). The Santa Fe
New Mexican reported that prices were higher in the summer. 97 At Santo
Domingo's corn dance in 1917, an enterprising Indian was charging twentyfive cents to have his picture and other snapshots taken. 98 A few years later a
woman at Zuni charged twenty-five cents after offering herself as a photo
opportunity.99 The highest prices were charged at Acoma, where it cost tourists in 1905 a dollar for an Indian to pose for a picture. IOU
By 1923 a dollar was the standard "fine" at Taos, according to D. H.
Lawrence. 101 The famously photogenic settings at Taos and Acoma probably
helped their people require high fees. Acoma's economic sophistication about
photography meant charging what the market would bear: tourists who evidenced their wealth by arriving at Acoma with a chauffeur and guide on the
fashionable Indian Detours of the Fred Harvey Company were charged five
dollars to take pictures (ill. 22) .102
Many pueblos no doubt treated their fee as an exchange of gifts, a photoop for money. There were also other arrangements. In 1899, photographer
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Adam C. Vroman took the picture of a San Juan woman who posed for him
with a large alia on her head, and she sold him the jar. Stevenson, in 19°8,
photographed "the old cacique of Santa Clara" for the cost of his dinner. 103
Whatever the financial considerations might be, in all cases the courtesy
and patience with which photographers approached Pueblos as potential
subjects affected the success or failure of their efforts.
Given the extent of Pueblo hostility to picture-taking, it is ironic that in
the first half of the twentieth century the Pueblos became among the most
popular, perhaps the most popular, Indians in American photography. They
did not recreate a vanished past for artistic purposes. With living ceremonies, ancient plazas, crafts, and traditions, the Pueblos drew a stream of
visitors seeking visual trophies of authentic, exotic Indian life. The photographers wanted their own pictures and they took them (ills. 8-18).
The photographs taken between 1870 and 1940 are stored and available
in nearly endless prints and places. Along with many other illustrated books
and articles on the Pueblos, the ninth volume of the Smithsonian's Handbook of North American Indians, published in 1979, is lavishly illustrated
with pictures from those decades. Assembled by the Smithsonian staff, the
photographs were drawn from collections all over the United States, including the Smithsonian archives, the Museum of New Mexico, the Museum of the American Indian (then in New York City), the Bureau ofIndian
Affairs, the National Archives, the Milwaukee Public Museum, the Colorado Historical Society, the Denver Public Library, the Southwest Museum
in Los Angeles, the Los Angeles County Museum, and a number of private
collections. This assemblage by no means exhausted the possibilities.104
Among the photographers from 1870 to 1940 whose pictures have been most
widely reproduced, Hillers (ill. 2), Lummis (ill. 3), Ben Wittick (ill. 4),
Vroman, George Wharton James, Saunders, Curtis (ill. 7), and T. Harmon
Parkhurst (ills. 14, 16, 18, 21, 24, 25) are particularly notable.
The triumph of photographers over Pueblo resistance is a graphic demonstration of the cultural imperialism that white people imposed on western Indians. In recent times, the Pueblos have established greater control
over picture-taking in their communities than they ever had in past generations. 105 Both sides have made adjustments. For the Pueblos, having lost the
conflict in photography's first century, Indian authority now prevails and
will surely dominate photography's second century, or as long as photographers believe that Pueblo Indians are photogenic.
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Gallery
The first seven photographs in this collection are by well-known photographers of the" classical" pre-191O period, from Timothy O'Sullivan to Edward S. Curtis. The next six are undated, anonymous photographs, perhaps
taken by residents of Santa Fe or tourists, probably from the early twentieth
century. The remaining twelve pictures are diverse items of special interest,
many of them by the Santa Fe photographer T. Harmon Parkhurst, and
range in date from 1910 to about 1935, possibly later. All are drawn from the
Palace of the Governors Photo Archives, New Mexico History Museum/
Department of Cultural Affairs, in Santa Fe and are reproduced here with
their permission.

ILL. 1. GOVERNOR OR WAR
CHIEF OF ZUNI PUEBLO

Originally labeled "War
Chief of the Zunis," this
image is probably Zuni's
governor, since he holds
the Lincoln cane of
office in his right hand
and the Spanish cane or
canes in his left, together
with an old gun. The gun
reminds us that Zunis
sometimes clashed with
Navajos.

(Photograph by Timothy
H. O'Sullivan, 1873; neg.
no. 040197)

ILL. 2. GOVERNOR OF SAN
JUAN PUEBLO
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(Photograph by John K.
Hillers, 1880; neg. no.
0739 00 )

ILL.

3.

THE WAR CAPTAIN OF ISLETA

PUEBLO

Pueblo war captains were
responsible for the defense of their
pueblos against external threats, and
were therefore, like pueblo
governors, in a better position than
most Pueblo Indians to cope with
early photographers.
(Photograph by Charles F. Lummis,

n.d.; neg. no. 002696)

ILL. 4. VIEW IN ZUNI PUEBLO
This striking picture of Zuni backlit shows the mission church in the middle
distance, its tower and adobe walls disintegrating after about seventy years of
abandonment. The view is west, toward the highest section of the village. The
numerous ladders are for house rooftop entrances; the many chimneypots are
for improved fireplace draft. The two figures in the foreground may not be
Zuni Indians but visitors, perhaps the photographer's travel companions.
(Photograph by Ben Wittick, ca. 1890; neg. no. 076063)

ILL.

5.

ZUNI "WINTER

SOLSTICE"

(Photograph by
Matilda Coxe
Stevenson, n.d.; neg.
no. 082352)

ILL, 6, ZIA WOMEN AND CHILDREN BRINGING CLAY FOR HOUSE-BUILDING
Neither Matilda Coxe Stevenson nor her photographer, Mary Clark, had a
good eye for composition-a quality that was marginal or detrimental to
ethnography, The artistic composition of this and the preceding Stevenson
photograph is quite accidental. The subject of women carrying clay was
rarely photographed, despite the widespread interest in pueblo architecture
and pottery,
(Photograph by Mary Clark, n,d,; neg, no, 082397)

ILL, 7, FIRING POTTERY AT SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
This dramatic photograph is an exception to the observation in the text
about Curtis's New Mexico Pueblo photography, For other photographs, see
Edward S, Curtis, The Tiwa, The Keres, vol.16 and The Tewa, The Zuni, vol.
17 in The North American Indian, Being a Series of Volumes Picturing and
Describing the Indians of the United States and Alaska (1926),
(Photograph by Edward S, Curtis, 1905; neg, no, 143736)

ILL.

8.

A TAOS PUEBLO FAMILY

(Photographer unknown, ca.

FACING PAGE: ILL.

9.

1900;

neg. no. 4472)

SAN GERONIMO DAY AT TAOS PUEBLO

The plaza and north house cluster were overrun with visitors for the
sacred races and pole-climbing of the sacred clown society on 30
September, San Geronimo Day. The popularity of the celebration
was a tribute to the extraordinary performances of the clowns.
Illustration 16 shows the building with no tourists.
(Photographer unknown, ca. 1910; neg. no. 4387)

ILL. 10. COCHITI PUEBLO MISSION

This image shows the mission "before [the] Padre sold the timbers, bells, etc.
to the Santa Fe R. R."

(Photographer unknown, n.d.; neg. no. 2204)

ILL. 11. AN ITINERANT PEDDLER AT JEMEZ PUEBLO

The identification on the reverse of the file copy of this picture says
"Possibly by Ben Wittick."

(Photographer unknown, n.d.; neg. no. 31251)

ILL. 12. AIMING A RIFLE -

SAN ILDEFONSO PUEBLO

Frank Waters's novel The Man Who Killed the Deer (1942) made
Americans aware that Taos Indians hunted game off reservation and
out of season. Indians of other pueblos did the same, and like
Waters's protagonist, ran afoul of white men's hunting laws, which
were adopted in the early twentieth century because local and
visiting whites overhunted New Mexico's wild animals.
(Photographer unknown, n.d.; neg. no. 28278)

ILL. 13. SKINNING A SHEEP AT
JEMEZ PUEBLO

Photographers were not drawn
to butchering in the pueblos.
Nevertheless, sheep-raising and
the consumption of mutton
were common among western
New Mexico Pueblos, including
Zuni, Laguna, and Jemez.
(Photographer unknown, n.d.;
neg. no. 68774)

ILL. 14. JUAN GONZALES AND HIS WIFE RAMONA, AND ROSE GONZALES AND HER
DAUGHTER MARIE SHUCK CORN AT SAN ILDEFONSO PUEBLO

T. Harmon Parkhurst, a prolific photographer of Pueblo life, was established
in Santa Fe by 1914, but the dates of many of his pictures are uncertain.
Evidently he took most of his Pueblo photographs between 1925 and 1945,
including this image commemorating the essential role of corn in Pueblo life
and culture.
(Photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst; neg. no. 003774)

ILL. 15. MEN ON HORSES CROSSING THE RIVER AT TAOS PUEBLO

This group appears to be a hunting party. Taos Pueblo had the advantage of
a permanent stream running through the village. Photographs of Pueblo
Indians riding through a river are uncommon.

(Photograph by H. F. Robinson, n.d.; neg. no. 037307)

ILL. 16. TAOS PUEBLO

A view of the north house cluster and plaza. Several kivas are located on the right. Hive-shaped outdoor
ovens were common among the pueblos.
(Photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst, n.d.; neg. no. 4564)

ILL. 17. AN UNIDENTIFIED CEREMONY AT COCHITI PUEBLO
This substandard photograph of an unspecified ceremony seems to
have been taken furtively, without careful aiming of the camera. The
Indians were looking in another direction.

(Photograph by H. F. Robinson, 1910; neg. no. 36712)

ILL. 18. CORN DANCERS BEN
QUiNTANA AND JUSTINA SUINA
(KA-SHRU-ITZ) AT COCHITI
PUEBLO

(Photograph by T. Harmon
Parkhurst, 1925-1945?; neg. no.
002

475)

ILL. 19. MARIA AND JULIAN MARTINEZ AND WELL-WISHERS

Maria Martinez of San Ildefonso was the Pueblo pottery celebrity of
twentieth-century New Mexico. The picture was probably taken in San
Diego, where Maria and Julian went to participate in the Panama-California
Exposition of 1915. Julian, a lover of fine Native American dress, is wearing
an elegant vest, not commonly Pueblo, but probably beaded or quilled,
which helped fair-goers to recognize him as an American Indian.

(Photographer unknown, ca. 1915; neg. no. 56309)

ILL. 20. ROSE GONZALES,
POTTER OF SAN ILDEFONSO

Rose Gonzales was a
distinguished Pueblo potter
famous for her innovations
in carved black-on-black
ware. The picture suggests
that she was experienced in
posing for photographers.

(Photograph by Harold
Kellogg, 1931; neg. no.
775 0 3)

ILL. 21. CIPRIANO QUINTANA AND KATHERINE GARCIA OF COCHITI PUEBLO AND
JUAN DOMINGO GARCIA OF SANTO DOMINGO, HUSBAND OF KATHERINE GARCIA, ON
THE SANTA FE PLAZA

The plaza and its environs were the center of Anglo enthusiasm for Pueblo
arts beginning in the

1910S

and continuing to the present. In the background

is the Palace of the Governors; to its left is the New Mexico Museum of Fine
Arts, architecturally inspired by the mission church at Acoma Pueblo.

(Photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst, ca. 1935; neg. no. °°4325)

ILL. 22. TOURISTS AT AN EAGLE DANCE, SANTA CLARA PUEBLO

Crowds of Harvey car and Harvey bus tourists are entertained after a rain, probably in the mid- or late 1920S. Few Indians
are present other than the performers and two or three women selling pottery (center right). The singers are wearing
Plains Indian war bonnets, which the Tewa also used for their Comanche dances. Several tourists are taking pictures.
(Photographer unknown, n.d.; neg. no. °46939)

ILL. 23. AGAPITO PINO PHOTOGRAPHING HIS MOTHER WASHING CLOTHES,
SAN ILDEFONSO PUEBLO

This rare photograph is of a Pueblo Indian using a camera. Agapito
Pino was not, however, using it to take a picture. The camera was a
prop, perhaps borrowed from the photographer who did take a
picture, for making fun of white people who came to San I1defonso
and took pictures of nearly everything, including Agapito Pino.
Pino's mother is washing clothes. Why did white people not think of
photographing Indians washing clothes? Pi no got the "kodak fiend"
to do it. Note that Pino is too close to the subject to get it all in a
snapshot; that he is not looking in the range-finder; and that his
thumb is not on the shutter release. But he makes his point. Part of
the fun of gently mocking white people was that they were often too
self-occupied to get the message, which was out in the open for
others to enjoy. Pino's photographer was probably too busy getting
this privileged photograph to realize that he was being used.

(Photographer unknown,

1920;

neg. no. 3740)

ILL. 24. FOUR KOSSA CLOWNS, SAN JUAN PUEBLO
The sacred clowns seldom posed for photographs. When they did, it
was often the Tewa Koshare, called Kossa, who posed for 'the purpose
of mocking tourists. See Jill D. Sweet, Dances of the Tewa Pueblo
Indians: Expressions of New Life (1985; repr., Santa Fe, N.Mex.:
School of American Research Press, 2004), 9, 31. Note the prissy,
effeminate posture of the clown on the right, with his wrists back,
fingers spread, cigarette in hand, and tongue extended witlessly. His
high laced boots, previously fashionable among female travelers in
the Southwest, are a comic triumph. The Kossa next to him is wearing
braids and apparently carrying a handbag. Several Kossa are in socks
and shoes; all four are wearing skirts. Most engaging of all is the

likelihood that the Kossa on the far left has used his upper-body paint
to delineate a white women's suntan and hypothetically divested
brassiere. The Kossa, like other Koshare, were and are creative
clowning experts. For another photograph of Kossa burlesque, see
Elsie Clews Parsons, The Social Organization of the Tewa of New

Mexico (1929; repr., New York: Kraus Reprint Corp., 1964), opp. 195,
featuring a kossa sendo with necktie, pop bottle, and eyeglasses. The
Kossa evoke rather than copy tourists: the mockery is acculturative,
not assimilative.
(Photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst, c. 1935; neg. no. '3895)

ILL. 25. PUMPKIN KIVA, COCHITI PUEBLO
(Photograph by T. Harmon Parkhurst, ca. 1935; neg. no. 2256)
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